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Overview 

The new state-of-the-art EUROPEAN International School’s Learning Resource Centre was opened in August 2015. 

Our LRC is a place of inquiry, collaboration and creation and the central hub of learning and promote international 

mindedness. The LRC mission is to help every student develop a love of reading and to become a skilled user of ideas 

and information and to investigate the world through print and electronic media. The EIS LRC is a shared resource 

catering for students and teachers in the Early Years (EY), Primary (PYP), Secondary (MYP) and Diploma areas of the 

school. The wider school community is also encouraged to utilise and borrow from the LRC. 

Purpose of this document 

Research has shown that student's academic achievements are directly linked to the quality of information services 

provided by the school and the extent to which the Teacher-Librarian and classroom teachers collaborate. This policy 

document aims to establish guidelines regarding the management of the EUROPEAN International School Library and 

its collection ‘so that the library and information services offered through the school library both shape and reflect 

the school’s goals.’(ALIA / ASLA, 2003) 

 

Mission 

School Mission Statement 

The EUROPEAN International School (EIS) aims to develop well-rounded students with the attitudes and skills 

to care for others and grow into inquisitive lifelong learners. 

IB Mission Statement 

The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who help to 

create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. 

To this end the organization works with schools, governments and international organizations to develop 

challenging programmes of international education and rigorous assessment. 

These programmes encourage students across the world to become active, compassionate and lifelong learners 

who understand that other people, with their differences, can also be right. 

LRC Mission and Goals 

The mission of the EIS Learning Resource Centre is to inspire and encourage a lifelong love of reading and learning 

in our school community whilst supporting the curricular and co-curricular programmes of the EIS and promoting 

international mindedness. 

The LRC strives to be a learning commons that is an integral part of the school community. The LRC supports 

teaching, learning and research in an intellectually and culturally open environment. 

The LRC Staff strive to work collaboratively with teachers to create authentic learning for all students, to encourage 

effective use of ideas and information; to provide quality resources to encourage reading for pleasure and to help 

students stay informed in a rapidly changing world. 

The goals of the LRC are: 

1. To further the educational aims of the school by providing quality resources that support and enhance the 
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curriculum and the mission of the school. 

 
2.  To fulfill students' educational information needs and to encourage as far as possible the extracurricular 

and leisure interests of the students. 

 

3. To promote resource-based learning through the provision of a wide range of materials, both print and 

virtual learning environment; and the teaching of study and information skills so that students learn how 

to learn, how to analyse, how to reach considered conclusions about man, his language and literature, his 

way in society, and the scientific forces of his environment. 

 
4. To promote positive attitudes towards independent learning, information literacy, libraries, reading and 

literature. 

 
5. To stimulate intercultural awareness and promote international mindedness through the provision of 

materials reflecting a variety of cultures and languages. 

 
6. To meet teachers' professional and recreational needs. 

 
7. To promote community awareness and participation in learning and reading. 

 

Success Indicators 

The LRC goals will be measured through: 

● Increased borrowing statistics 

● Explicit teaching of Information Literacy Skills 

● Explicit teaching of note-taking and Referencing Skills.  

● Explicit teaching of the ethical use of information. 

● Increased curriculum resource borrowing  

● Increased student lunchtime visits 

● Improved staff understanding of the library, resource location and information process 

 

International Baccalaureate Requirements 

To meet the requirements of the IB, school management and LRC staff must ensure that: 

1. The LRC programme is designed to serve the requirements of the PYP, MYP and the DP in promoting the 

education of the whole person through an emphasis on intellectual, personal, emotional, spiritual and 

social growth. 

 
2. The LRC facilitates student, staff and school community use. 

 
3. The LRC staff members have appropriate training and are aware of new resources and developments 

relating to IB programmes. 

 
4. The LRC staff and teachers collaborate effectively in planning for the needs of the PYP, MYP & DP 

programmes. 

 
5. The collection of resources, including material reflecting different cultures, perspectives and languages, 

meets the needs of the PYP, MYP and DP. 
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6. The LRC contains resources in the mother tongue language(s) of students in the school. 

 
7. There is an annual LRC budget that provides for the appropriate maintenance of, and additions to, the 

LRC’s collection. 

 
8. A proportion of the LRC collection is devoted to resources for the professional support and education of 

the teaching staff. 

 
9. The LRC has a central role in the implementation of the PYP, MYP, and DP by facilitating both student and 

adult inquiry. 

 

The IB Learner Profile in the LRC 

INQUIRER Students develop skills in multiple literacy forms (including digital, visual, 

textual, and technological) that will lead them to become independent 

lifelong learners. They show curiosity in their inquiry and conduct purposeful, 

constructive research. 

KNOWLEDGEABLE Students show a commitment to their own learning. Using a wide range of 

information sources, students develop the capacity to recognize a need for 

information, to know how and where to find it, and how to select, organize 

and communicate it to others. 

THINKER Inquiry encourages students to become critical thinkers and creative problem 

solvers. They make real-world connections for using this process in their own 

life. They are confident and discerning information users. 

COMMUNICATOR Students are encouraged to express their own ideas, feelings and information 

in a variety of communication modes. Students are encouraged to read in 

different languages. 

PRINCIPLED Students respect the rights of all community members in the sharing of 

facilities and resources. Students show integrity by using information ethically 

and using the web and social media tools responsibly and safely. They 

understand and practice academic honesty. 

OPEN-MINDED Students are exposed to a wide range of literary and factual texts reflecting 

different cultures, perspectives, attitudes and languages. These resources 

extend the students appreciation for the world and its people. 

CARING Through literature students learn to empathise, and respect the experiences 

of others whether different or similar to themselves. Students are respectful 
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of other library users and look after library resources. 

COURAGEOUS 

 

Students are confident to take risks and develop independence in using a 

variety of 21st century literacy forms to create, apply and express new 

understandings. Students expose themselves to new genres and forms of 

literature that they may not ordinarily read. 

BALANCED Students have access to a collection of resources that represents all 

viewpoints and types of literature, and which contributes to their personal, 

social, spiritual and educational growth. 

REFLECTIVE Students are encouraged to reflect on their own learning; and how literature 

leads them to empathize with others, to respect themselves and the world 

around them. 

Spaces 

As a multi-use space, the Learning Resource Centre is designed to play a central role for the school community and 

will comfortably accommodate up to approximately 30% of the school population at any given time. 

There are two distinct zones within the library – Primary and Secondary. 

Within these zones there are multiple teaching and learning spaces including a state-of-art Media Room. 

Students, teachers and parents may access all areas of the LRC as appropriate. However it is expected that Primary 

(including Early Years) and Secondary (including DP) students will predominantly use the areas specifically designed 

for them. Students in the Secondary and Diploma have access to and may borrow from all collections. Primary 

students may access Secondary resources under supervision and with permission. 

Programs and Services   

Faculty members needing any of the following services or needing additional information regarding these services 

and programs are encouraged to contact the library staff at any time.   

Channel One Broadcasts Recording of Educational Video Programs through Channel One connection Accelerated 

Reader/STAR Book Fairs Copying/Printing/Scanning Ellison Machine Laminating Binding Periodicals including 

newspapers and magazines Computers/Internet A-V Equipment Professional Development Information Literacy Skills 

Equipment Repairs and Troubleshooting Desktop Publishing AVL Cards and Training Technology Integration Digital 

Cameras School Scrapbooks Presentation Equipment Projects Computer Lab Library Media Web Page 

Collections 

The following resources and collections are available in the Learning Resource Centre: 

Early Years and Primary 

Picture Books (PB) 

Stories told predominantly or entirely with pictures that are suitable for children ages 3 to 12 but relevant and 

available for all ages.  Picture books are arranged alphabetically by author’s last name. Popular authors and series 

are located in tubs for quick access.    
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Junior Fiction (JF) 

Chapter books suitable for beginning readers and children up to ten years of age.  Junior fiction is arranged 

alphabetically by author’s last name. Popular authors and series are located in display area or in New Arrival area 

for quick access.        

Junior Graphic Novels (GN) 

Comic-style books suitable for students in the Junior School.  Graphic novels are arranged alphabetically by author’s 

last name, with the exception of books in a series written by different authors. These are arranged within the 

overall alphabetical sequence but by Dewey Decimal Classification System rather than author’s surname. 

Junior Non-Fiction  

Information books reflecting the interests and information requirements of Primary School students (Suitable for 

ages 3-12).  Junior non-fiction is arranged according to the Dewey Decimal Classification System with the exception 

of very popular books such as joke books and puzzle and game books which are kept in display for quick access. 

Reference and other Big Books (R) 

Reference books and Oversize fiction and information books are for use in the LRC and classrooms only. 

Middle Fiction 

Fiction that is suitable for, and appealing to, readers from Year 5 - Year 8 with some overlap. Includes a broad 

selection of popular, contemporary and literature, by both local and international authors, and written for 

“tweens” and middle school age children. Consideration is given to award winning fiction and emerging and local 

writers. This collection is accessible to those in the upper Junior School and all Senior School students. Students in 

lower classes may access titles in this collection with permission from parents. Middle fiction is arranged 

alphabetically by author’s last name. 

Middle and High School 

Senior Fiction (SF) 

Fiction that is suitable for, and appealing to, readers from Year 6 – Adult, includes a broad selection of popular and 

contemporary fiction and classic literature, by both local and international authors. Consideration is also given to 

award winning fiction and emerging and local writers. This collection is not accessible to Primary students unless by 

special permission.  Senior fiction is arranged alphabetically by author’s last name within the following genres: 

● Contemporary 

● Crime & Thriller 

● Fantasy 

● Paranormal 

● Historical 

● Literature 

● Science Fiction & Futuristic 

● Short Stories 

● War 

Senior Graphic Novels (GN) 

Comic-style books with more mature content or written especially for older readers.  Graphic novels are arranged 

alphabetically by author’s last name with the exception of series written by different authors. These are arranged 

within the overall alphabetical sequence but by Dewey Decimal Classification System. 
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Senior Non-Fiction 

Information books & journals that reflect the interests and information requirements of Secondary and Diploma 

students (Suitable for ages 11 – Adult).  Senior non-fiction is arranged according to the Dewey Decimal 

Classification System. 

Periodicals (physical and online) 

Popular periodicals (journals/magazines & newspapers) appropriate for Senior School students, and adults. On 

display and arranged alphabetically by title. 

World Language Collection (International Corner) 

The World Language collection includes books in languages other than English e.g. German, Korean, Spanish and 

Vietnamese. This collection supports students, teachers and parents: 

● whose original language is not English 

● who are learning languages other than English  

● who wish to read a language other than English 

It is located in the Primary area of the LRC (down the stair) and is accessible to all LRC patrons.  

The World Language collection is arranged alphabetically by language. Within each language, resources are 

arranged in the following sequence: 

1. Picture Book (arranged alphabetically by author) 

2. Fiction (alphabetically by author) 

3. Non-Fiction (arranged according to the DDC System) 

4. Biography (arranged according to the DDC System) 

Teacher Resources 

Information books and journals selected especially for teacher professional reading. This collection is arranged 

alphabetically and according to the Dewey Decimal Classification System. They are usually marked as TM or TR. 

Parent Resources @ Parents Corner 

Information books relevant to parents and families. Arranged alphabetically and according to the Dewey Decimal 

Classification System and marked as TR. 

DVDs 

Includes titles relevant to the curriculum as well as those for entertainment purposes. 

Documentary and informational DVDs are arranged according to the Dewey Decimal Classification System. DVDS 

for entertainment are arranged alphabetically by title.  

E-Resources 

Follett Destiny e-books 

Databases 

ISI Web of Knowledge 
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ProQuest Central  

Questia School 

Science Direct  

Britannica School 

Management Systems 

The LRC uses the Follett Destiny web-based system for resource management and circulation.  The collection is 

classified according to the Dewey Decimal System. 

LRC rooms and spaces are booked via the school Resource Booking System e.g. Calendar available on the school 

portal. 

Selection principles 

 
Definition 

Selection is the element of collection management that deals with choosing the most appropriate resources 

included in the collection to develop a relevant, quality collection. 

 

Responsibility  

The Teacher-librarian has the ultimate responsibility for the selection of new resources to be included in the 

collection. The authority is delegated by the principal, as the teacher librarian is in the best position to understand 

the existing collection requirements based on user and curriculum needs. Curriculum coordinators in consultation 

with teacher librarian will be able to request purchases. Members of the school community will be able to suggest 

materials with the understanding that all purchases are evaluated against the selection criteria and budget.  

 

Formats 

The collection comprises of a variety of formats including: 

 Print resources- books (reference, non-fiction and fiction), pamphlets, and ephemera 

 Graphics resources- charts, posters, kits, maps 

 Audio visual resources- video cassettes, audio cassette and DVDs 

 Digital resources*- computer software, multimedia, CD-ROMs, (2008 web resources) 

 Other language materials- In Korean/Vietnamese 

 

Multiple copies 

Duplicate or multiple copies of a resource will occur in the collection if there is need. Such as: 

  

 A high demand for particular items; 

 Class sets of resources to be studied; 

 Varying formats of an item to cater for different learning styles; 

 

Selection Tools and Criteria 

 
Selection tools include, but are not limited to:  
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 Reviews in professional library journals or periodicals which specialize in a particular subject; 
 Individual subject expertise of teaching staff; 
 Suggestions from students and teachers through wish lists; 
 Coverage in local bookstores and newspapers; 
 Publishers catalogues; 

Using the selection tools described above, resources shall be evaluated using the following criteria: 

 Educational significance; 
 Contribution made to the curriculum and to the interests of the students; 
 Favourable reviews found in standard selection sources; 
 Favourable recommendations by professional personnel; 
 Reputation and significance of the author, producer, and publisher; 
 Validity, currency, and appropriateness of material; 
 Reflection of a diverse culture free of stereotypes; 
 High degree of potential user appeal; 
 High artistic quality and/or literary style; 
 Encouragement of lifelong love of reading and learning; 
 Support of school-wide reading programs and reading development; 
 Quality and variety of format; 
 Value commensurate with cost and/or need; 
 Integrity; 
 Provision of resources to support instruction; 
 Ability to further the professional development of the staff. 

Professional staff will also consider a title in terms of its’ ability to provide diversity or balance to the collection. 
Funding and spatial constraints should also be taken into consideration. In addition to collection-wide selection 
and collection criteria, the development of some subject collections requires the application of more specific 
selection criteria and collection parameters. 

General selection criteria 

*Relevance 

 Does the resource suit the needs of the learner/staff/curriculum?  

 Does the resource offer a fair and unbiased presentation of information? 

*Accuracy 

 Does the resource provide up to date and accurate information? 

 No purchase of resources with the publisher’s date of more ten years if there is other suitable materials 

available. 

*Authority 

 Is the author/editors/publishers recognised as having specialised knowledge? 

*Accessibility 

 Is the resource currently available? 

 Is the content clear, understandable and effective? 

 Is the item compatible with existing resources? 

 Does it require any supplementary materials? 

 Are the instructions and support materials easy to understand, useful and comprehensive? 

 Does the resource/site have ongoing maintenance?   

*Appropriateness 

 Is the content, language, symbols of the resource at an appropriate level for the users? 
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 Does it cover a broad or specific area within the topic? 

 How are cultures, religions, ethnic diversity, gender and disabilities presented in text and image? 

*Format and Presentation 

 Is the resource attractive and appealing? 

 Is the resource sturdy and made from quality materials? 

 Does the resource have special features to assist use? 

 Is the resource in the most appropriate format for its expected use? 

 Decisions regarding paperback or hardback resources will be considered against potential use and cost.  

*Price 

 Does the resource represent value for money? 

 How does the price compare with other similar resources in the area? 

 How long will the content be relevant? 

 Does the resource have the potential to be used across stages? 

 

Donation and gifts  

EIS LRC welcomes gifts and donations; however the resource must meet the same selection criteria as with all other 

resources held within the collection. Suitable items will be fitted with a book plate with the benefactor’s name. 

 

The LRC reserves the right to use and dispose of materials in a manner that is deemed appropriate without further 

reference to the benefactor.  

 

Deselection of resources (discarding/weeding)  

The process of deselecting is as important as selection for keeping the collection attractive, user-friendly, relevant, 

accurate, reliable and up to date. As materials become worn, dated, damaged or lost they are removed from the 

collection. 

Criteria for withdrawal of items 

● Materials with poor content (outdated incorrect, inaccurate and irrelevant information. Condescending, 

stereotyped, patronizing or biased attitudes, values or views) 

● Unpopular, unused, unavailable or not required (materials that no longer fit the curriculum, inappropriate 

reading and or interest level for students, materials not borrowed in last three years, duplicate copies, 

internet sites that no longer exist or assessable, software or other materials no longer usable or obsolete)   

● Poor physical appearance ( has lost appeal due to worn , dirty ragged appearance, lost or “edited” pages, 

poor production in  print/pictures) 

For the removal of digital resources from the collection, contracts and licensing agreements will be followed. 

Materials in a poor state of repair, but popular/required by students or teachers will be replaced if the item 

matches the selection criteria. 

Withdrawn materials will be disposed of by removal from the catalogue, stamped “withdrawn” and dated. Then the 

resource will be removed through either waste removal, (poor condition), donations to charity or school book sale.  

 

Challenged materials 

Any member of the school community may lodge a formal complaint about a resource found and used within the 

school’s educational program. However, the protester must be of an understanding that the prejudices of 

individuals or groups will not interfere with the rights of the school community to have access to information. 

 

On receipt of a complaint being made, a copy of the school selection policy and the request for reconsideration of 

the LRC material form will be forwarded to the complainant. The form must be completed in acknowledgement 
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that the protester understands the school’s library selection policy. The form must be signed and dated, before the 

complaint will be taken to the school’s review committee comprising of the teacher librarian, a member of the 

executive, a teacher and a parent. The challenged material will remain in circulation until the matter is resolved, 

however the complainant may elect for the item not to be loaned to their children. 

 

The complainant will be notified of the outcome within two weeks of the committee meeting with a copy of the 

results forwarded to the principal. An appeal can then be made to the principal who has the final decision. 

Request for LRC Purchases   

Because the LRC strives to support the curriculum needs of the patrons, faculty members are strongly encouraged 

to take an active role in LRC purchases. Requests for purchases are always welcome. 

Hours 

The LRC is open between 7.30 am – 4.30 pm Monday-Friday for the school community. Students and parents are 

welcome to utilise this time for the purpose of homework, borrowing and leisure reading. 

General Policy 

The LRC has at least four main areas of involvement and responsibility:  

1. Promotion of Teaching, Learning and Research 

● Teacher-Librarians work collaboratively with teachers in delivering and modelling quality teaching and 

learning; 

● Teacher-Librarians ensure the effective and responsible use of technology across all Key Learning Areas by 

collaboratively delivering and supporting the K-12 School Digital Fluency Continuum; 

● Teacher-Librarians make certain the effective development of information fluency skills by collaboratively 

delivering and supporting the K-12 Information Fluency Continuum; 

● Assisting staff and students to select appropriate resources for teaching and learning; 

● The library supports the literature programs of the English and language faculties; 

● Support the implementation of IB programmes, by ensuring all relevant IB practices and standards are 

met; 

● Introducing and implementing suitable Research model, Academic honesty and *Bibliographic citation and 

References across the curriculum; 

* Bibliographic Citation Guide  

The school community are encouraged to follow MLA citation style although other standard citation styles 

are acceptable. Referencing should be encouraged from early years (EY) although emphasized should be 

given from 3rd grade. The general expectation about citation and referencing are:  

✓ Grade 1 to Grade 3 should know about acknowledging sources; 

✓ Grade 4 to Grade 6 should know how to use citation machine for referencing; 

✓ Grade 7 to Grade 10 should know in-text citation and bibliographical referencing; 

✓ Diploma students are highly encouraged to use Mendeley as long as its free;  

2. Provision and Management of Resources 

● Selection, acquisition, organisation, promotion and lending of quality resources that support the School 

https://www.mendeley.com/
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Mission, Vision, curriculum and promote reading. 

● The LRC operates effective library management systems e.g. Destiny to account for all resources. 

● Regular evaluation of library services and management. 

3. Social and Recreational Development 

● Promote the enjoyment of reading and literature and encourage students to explore and interpret human 

experience and the world around them through reading. 

● Promote safe and effective use of web resources and social media for enjoyment and recreation and self-

directed learning. 

4. Environment and Atmosphere 

● Create an environment that stimulates interest and enthusiasm for learning and a respect for information 

and libraries. 

● Create a flexible teaching and learning environment that provides variety according to class, group, 

teacher or individual needs. 

 

Circulation Policy 

Loan Limits 

To ensure the efficient use of resources, facilitate stock control and maintain accurate circulation statistics all 

resource loans are recorded on the Destiny system. 

All staff, students and parents are entitled to borrow resources from the LRC. 

The LRC Staff have discretionary powers to alter the loan quantities and types of loans to individual borrowers and 

staff. 

Borrowing limits 

At the discretion of the LRC staff, borrowing limits (both numbers and loan time) may be extended for students 

completing Exhibition or Personal Project, and other class research projects. Staff borrowing is unrestricted within 

reason. Below are the limits for each category of borrower: 

Students may borrow the following amount of books: 

The borrowing period for EY to Grade 5 is one week, and each item may be renewed for a second one-week period. 

Early Years 01 book 

Grade 1-2 02 books 

Grade 3-5 03 books 

Grades 6-10 10 books 

Grades 11-12 open 
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All LRC resources are checked in/out at the circulation desk. Class sets are catalogued as purchased. They are 

labeled with a ‘CS’ and can be borrowed out but are housed in the back office area and will be subject to stock take 

on a regular basis.    

Guidelines for Teachers’ Loans 

Teachers are encouraged to borrow a variety of resources from the LRC to support the curriculum and their 

professional development needs. Resources are lent either for the whole academic year, e.g. teaching resources, 

textbooks, readers, classroom resources etc., or for a fixed period appropriate to the length of the Unit being 

studied, generally one term (40 days). Resources used for Units e.g. UoI should be returned in a timely manner at 

the end of the Unit so that they can be accessed by other members of the community.  

The Library will send out reminders of overdue materials as required to allow Faculty members to keep track of 

their loans. Faculty members can also log onto the Library system, https://eishcmclib.follettdestiny.com using their 

school staff ID to check their outstanding items at any time. 

Teachers should be responsible for the care of the resources borrowed under their names. It is understood that 

resources are often shared between classes, students and teaching staff, however the ultimate responsibility lies 

with the person to whom the resources were lent. All teachers borrowing Guided or Home Reading resources should 

have an appropriate tracking system in place to ensure these resources are accounted for. It is recommended that 

Home Readers are loaned onto student accounts to ensure accountability. Appropriate training will be given by 

Library staff to all teachers. 

Towards of the end of the academic year Teachers will receive a full list of outstanding resources by email. Library 

staff will help to double check any outstanding loans. Classroom reference sets will be checked in situ. In the 

Secondary School, textbooks and classroom resources can be checked in situ.  

In the event of missing items all efforts should be made to find the resources in question, e.g. checking all 
classroom and locker areas; double-checking the LRC shelves; checking “Lost and Found”; checking with Secondary 
students and parents; sending a list home to parents in case resources have been taken home by a younger 
student.  
 
For lost items the action taken will depend on the item in question: 

 For teaching resources, Teachers should be responsible for the replacement cost of the item in question; 

 For classroom resources which are shared between classes and teachers, it is felt that some damage or 
loss is to be expected throughout the course of the academic year. There is no arbitrary number of 
acceptable losses, rather the following factors will be taken into consideration when assessing if a Teacher 
should be charged for the replacement cost of lost items; 

 number of loans over the academic year;  

 number of students having access to the resources; 

The number of losses and replacement cost will be discussed with the individual Teacher and appropriate Head of 

Section before any bills are issued by the LRC. 

 

All lost items will be clearly marked “Lost” in the Library system (Destiny) and replacement resources ordered 

where appropriate. 

Overdue Loans and Lost Materials 

 Fines are not imposed on students or staff who have overdue loans. 

http://wisslibrary.wikispaces.com/Guidelines+for+Faculty+Loans
https://eishcmclib.follettdestiny.com/
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 Items that are lost or damaged must be paid for a replacement cost plus an administration fee of $5.00. 

 Overdue notices for students are emailed to student school email accounts and a parent email account. 

 Overdue notices for teachers are emailed to teacher email accounts. 

 Overdue notices for parents are sent to parent email accounts. 

 Overdue class lists are also given out to Junior School home-room teachers for follow up. 

Schedule for Overdue Notices: 

The LRC staff and teachers remind Early Years and Primary students who have outstanding loans during weekly 

library lessons.  

Students cannot borrow if they have overdue books (unless at discretion of the LRC staff and Teachers for specific 

individual circumstances). Students who fail to return books on a regular basis may have their borrowing restricted 

or stopped.  

Students with overdue items, who leave the school, will have their refund deposit reduced after contact with the 

Finance Department.  

Staffing 

The EIS Learning Resource Center (LRC) is staffed to ensure that the Centre and its services enhance and support 

the mission of the school in the most effective way. The LRC staffing is as follows: 

LRC Director  

Director role statement  

Teacher Librarians 

EY/PYP Teacher Librarian Role Statement 

MYP/DP Teacher Librarian Role Statement 

Library Assistant 

Role Statement 

Volunteers 

Volunteers include parents of students who wish to assist with general library duties.  

Volunteers are always welcome and provide valuable assistance in the library. 

Duties may include: 

● Covering resources 

● Repairing resources 

● Shelving library resources 

● Filing materials 

● Computer work 

Guidelines for Volunteers 
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When volunteering for work in the library, participants need to be aware of the following protocols: 

● A professional approach is a basic requirement of volunteers – as it is of the whole teaching staff. 

Volunteers should consider this in terms of dress, confidentiality and conversations with teaching staff and 

students.  

● Parents are discouraged from discussing their children or school matters with staff during this time. It is 

school policy to make appointments to talk to staff and provides a better environment for all concerned. 

● Volunteers should ensure they understand the tasks that they may be asked to perform. The LRC Staff are 

always happy to assist. 

● At times the LRC may be noisy as students undertake group work etc. It is always the responsibility of 

teachers and the LRC staff to discipline students. Volunteers are requested not to interfere with lessons or 

individual students. 

● Volunteers should promptly report all cases of unacceptable behaviour to the LRC staff.  

 

All volunteers have access to the LRC tea and coffee making facilities. The school appreciates all volunteer 

assistance from parents. 


